How Metro Car Removal Improved Its Google Rating To
A Near Perfect Score

Sydney’s leader in car removal services, Metro Car Removal, knows that there is always room for improvement – and this reflects in their client
ratings online, which have seen a steady increase over the years. Their google customer rating is a near perfect score of 4.8 which is almost unheard
of for a business in this day and age. Over the years, Metro Car Removal has strived to be the premium car removal service in Sydney and even after
achieving that, the company is still actively looking for ways in which they can consistently deliver high quality service to their customers.

Metro Car Removal has a reputation for being Sydney’s most reliable car removal expert, but what exactly has pushed them forward to becoming
industry leaders?

Their Cash For Cars Rates Have Only Increased Since The Beginning

Since their humble beginnings, Metro Car Removal has increased its maximum cash for cars offers for scrap vehicles and used vehicles alike, and
now pay what is considered the maximum cash for cars rates in Sydney. With a passion for giving car owners the best price possible for their cars, the
company has increased its maximum cash for cars rates by $8,000 since starting out.

Their Popularity As A Quality Car Removal Service Has Spread All Through Sydney

It is important to the team at Metro Car Removal to ensure that all of Sydney is able to have access to their exceptional car removals services.
Fortunately, through many recommendations from past customers, their reputation has grown, and they now boast customers from all over Sydney.

They Are Always Looking For Ways To Improve The Car Removal Experience
Metro Car Removal believes in always striving to be better. The company knows that selling or removing your car can be a stressful experience, and
sometimes inconvenient if you don’t know who to call. In order to make sure you have a satisfactory car removal, they consistently come with the
guarantees of:
A Fast And Efficient Car Removal
Flexible Scheduling
Service By The Industry’s Top Car Removal Experts With Years Of Experience
Honest Car Valuations That Provide Top Cash For Cars Offers

As They’ve Grown, So Has Their High-Tech Fleet of Tow Trucks
Over the years, as they’ve grown as a car removal business, Metro Car Removal’s number of tow trucks have also increased from one tow truck to a
whole fleet. Through this, they have ensured that their availability is 7 days a week and round the clock so they can be there to help anytime and
anywhere. In addition to this, their towing system is state-of-the-art allowing their experienced professionals maximum efficiency so they can remove
your vehicle and have you paid in as little time as possible.
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